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death wish, a vigilante movie, where its main character is a cop, who is called a vigilante. the main
character, a cop from new york, by his wife and daughter, who are killed, he moves to la and gets a
job as a police detective, he tries to catch a gangster. this movie is a revenge-thriller, where a cop,
killing. burt reynolds gives a sensitive performance as a man who is trying to find a new beginning
after having killed three people in a vigilante-style killing spree.the film is hampered by a ludicrous
script, but the acting makes it worth watching. it's quite a good entry in the death wish series. when
it comes to action cinema, a lot of people will associate death wish with charles bronson. however,

the film's been around for a long time and in the last few years, has received a new look with
respect to the genre of film, including a darker color scheme, a more saturated look, and being more
visually dynamic in its editing. the action scenes are mostly very good and sometimes spectacular,

but the scenes where bronson is taken in for questioning by the police are the most visually
interesting. this scene is filmed in an interesting way, and the mood is set by the music, which at

times, feels like a mix of the music from the 80s in the video game sam & max hit the road and the
music in the french film the big blue. the sound quality is great. the dialogue, the music, and the

editing are all very well done. the last installment in the death wish franchise is a well-done thriller
that will get you on the edge of your seat. if you like the film, you will love the soundtrack. if you are

unfamiliar with the series and want to watch a film that is as fun as watching a hollywood
blockbuster, go see death wish 5.
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death wish was not the
most popular film in

history. it was produced by
a golan-globus company,

and it is a revenge film. this
does not mean that it is a
good film, but after the

success of the two sequels,
the producers decided to

remake the film. the result
is death wish 3, which
seems to have more
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directors than actors. it is
much more violent and

bloody than the original,
making the death of kersey
even more unrealistic. the
only redeeming quality in
this film is the music. the

soundtrack of the first
death wish is one of the
best ever composed by

basil poledouris. with the
original soundtrack, i would

recommend the dvd. but
this time, the soundtrack is
from the new film, and not
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a good replacement for the
original, it is just a little

worse. the original death
wish, which is a milestone

in cinema, was the revenge
of charles bronson. it was

set in new york city, where
he saw that his daughter

was murdered. he killed the
culprits, but the film was a
box-office failure. when the
sequel came out, it was the

same story: the same
actors, the same director,
the same plot, and also a
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failure. now, the golan-
globus decided to remake
it. does it work? well, let's
see. they have cut some

scenes that were too
violent in the original, but

they are not enough to
make the film a success.
so, you have to see it for

the action, which is strong,
for the directing, which is

good, and for the
soundtrack, which is

excellent. death wish 3 is a
remake of the 1974 film
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(written and directed by
charles bronson), and, like

the first film, it tries to tell a
revenge story. it succeeds
in this, but it fails in many
other respects. first of all,
the screenplay is not so

good. the dialog is poor and
is often full of cliches. the

acting, too, is poor. bronson
and samuel l. jackson do
their best, but, compared
to the first two films, they

are not as convincing. to be
honest, you don't care
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whether the main character
will get revenge or not. this
is a modern gangster film,
and, for the most part, it is

a very violent film. in
addition to this, the plot is

very contrived, and the
ending is predictable.

unfortunately, this is not a
remake for everyone, and it

has few fans. i would
recommend the original,

not this one. title
(germany): tod im siegen:

der tod ist ein
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